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A Clear Distinction

The only law in Astaslam which is Arabic for “give up” or “surrender” from Bi Tagyanihim Lan 
Astaslam By Their Transgression, They Will Not Submit (see Drill Sargeant Grey Nexion on Twitter at 
=> https://twitter.com/Jsabnw). The only law is the law of transgression of morality, ethics, and the 
mentality of the herd or slave morality as well as going above and beyond without boundaries far past 
that of the ordinary man or Aryan. Aryans are those few from the White Race who go from kafir or كافر 
from being Khans (that is Genghis Khans), to Bodhis or sammā-sambodhi (skt. samyaksaṃbodhi) 
(Full complete Awakening) or many bodhisattvas simultaneously working toward buddhahood and 
beyond both to achieve status as an Aryanist Caliph-Imam enacting White Sharia Law, Juche ideology 
for Whites, and themselves being Individualist Anarchists possessed of heroic egoism. They do this via 
Tantrik rites of Vāmācāra; a Sanskrit term meaning "left-handed attainment" and is synonymous with 
"Left-Hand Path" or "Left-path" (Sanskrit: Vāmamārga). Where the inwards energy of the acausal 
becomes presenced outwards manifesting that darkly numinous Galactic Imperium of the Dark 
Caliphate. They achieve gnosis or noetic God Consciousness that Tasawwuf (التََُّصوُّ�ف at-taṣawwuf) via 
Sufism (Arabic: وِفيَُّة  aṣ-ṣūfiyya), and Brahmacarya achieve in the Hermetic sense without needing to الصُّ�
use causal forms or the original Hebdomian Way – instead the Sinister-Hebdomian Way is modified. 
This is based in science as well and philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche, Aristotle, Heidegger, Adolf 
Hitler, Juche ideology or Racialist Stalinism, nihilism, anarchism and very darkly numinous yet amoral.
Thelemic elements and elements of LaVeyian Satanism as well as few tenets from the Tempel ov Blood
and the Misanthropic Luciferian Order/Temple of the Black Light remain. But ultimately there is no 
real system of External Magick that does not cause internal change or social change or changes of the 
individual in accordance to individual will. Nothing is permitted, everything is real thus do what thou 
wilt shall be the whole of the law in accordance with the higher self which places yourself above 
yourself to triumph over all. And cannot be anything except one’s own personal wyrde which a self-
actualized person realizes is their destiny with the cards dealt by fate themselves and brings a happiness
beyond happiness that the monks deny themselves.

https://twitter.com/Jsabnw


Complete Guide to the Sevenfold-Way of Alchemical altasawuf almashwuwm of ay-Shaitan, or
Diabolical Nyltar Presencing Aosoth, Chaos, Terror, or the Acausal Directly Within and Without

Stage One: Initial Recruit

Aimed at Military Members and Those to Enact Aeonic Changes in Ukraine and Russia as well
as abroad.

This Sorcery is What Creates Noctulius Waffen the Australian SAS sector of the O9A

• Read and Study: Naos, Deofel Quintet, Black Book of Satan (Anton Long Edition), Fenrir Issue
I 120 yF, We the Drecc, Exeatic Joy, 21 Satanic Points, A Clockwork Orange, Justine by

Marquis de Sade and 120 Days of Sodomy by Marquise de Sade, Gates of Janus: Serial Killing
and It’s Analysis by Ian Brady, Bhagavad-gita, the Old Testament of the Bible after the New

Testament, Liber Azerate’s Introduction, On the Genealogy of Morals by Friedrich Nietzsche,
The Anti-Christ by Friedrich Nietzsche, Storm of Steel by Ernst Junger, Qu’ran, Al-Jiwah Black

Book of Satan from Joy of Satan ministries, Joy of Satan MSS in general, Ethical NS and
Islamic works by David Myatt, A Practical Guide to Strategy and Tactics by David Myatt as

well as a Guide to Aryan Revolution, Vindex: Destiny of the West Liberty Bell version, Sinister
Tarot by Christos Beest, Iron Gates, Liber 333, False Prophet III, Tales of Sinister Influence,

Apex of Eternity/Discipline of the Gods (find pirated versions of all ToB MSS don’t buy them
to support snitching), American Psycho, Lolitia by Vladimir Nabokov or Girl Goddess by O9A,
Intro to Acausal Theory, Emanations of Urantia, Anarchist Cookbook, and any and all Terrorist,

Police, IRA, Combat 18, and other extremist banned literature you can find, Siege by James
Mason, Turner Diaries and Hunter by Andrew Macdonald.

• This studying is meant to be done over a period of 3 years. When completed obtain copies of
old O9A MSS such as Hostia and Hysteron Proteron and re-write them to sell online as Tempel

ov Atazgoth or similar ie use Atazgthothian Trapezoid Order in the name and/or Diabolical
Black Lodge 333.

• Learn Lucid Dreaming via Binaural Beats and Wake-Induced Lucid Dreaming

• Practice the Art of the Wamphyric Tendril (see Temple of Azagthoth’s MSS by Michael Ford –
in general Michael Ford is an expert on External Magick as is Anton LaVey – consult the

Satanic Bible regularly to study the Magian)

• In-depth study and analysis of Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, poisons, explosives,
weapons, the Talmud, and assassination guides such as Kill Without Joy

• Practice ToB style self-criticism when directed to by a Blood Mistress, Handler or Outer Order
Representative via Cat o’9 tails

• Read and study first chapters of Liber Falxifer II

• Study the Pymander Tractate and 7 Hermetic Principles of which only 3 or 4 apply



• Learn and study Newtonian or Causal Physics, and Organic Chemistry as well as Biology
learning Algebra and Calculus as needed then move on to study Acausal physics and

mathematics

• Learn and master an art form or art forms (at least two): painting, musick, poetry, writing or
acausal practices perform sorcery based upon them or enchantment works.

• Learn and study Liber Null and Austin Osman Spare’s works on chaos magick and sigils

• Learn and study Islamic (including it’s history in Sumerian origins) or Hermetic Astrology --
Vedic Astrology is based upon this in essence so you can choose Vedic Astrology

• Learn and study Antigone and write an essay or commentary on it then Sapphos: Poetic
Fragments – only use David Myatt’s translations

• Learn and practice Physis or your own Martial Arts based upon Jeet Kune Do and hand-to-hand
combat including art of the iron fist

• Become physically fit and strong without gaining bulk or water weight

• Overcome the physical ordeals of the US Army Rangers and train to be able to be an Australian
SAS Operator then fight in the Ukraine War on either side or engineer and subvert said forces

towards the Sinister Dialectic

• Study the Sinister Dialectic of History and Diabolical Aims of the Order of Nine Angles then
study Wu-wei and study both again constantly as well as Bushido, dokkodo and Thus Spake

Zarathustra. When needing help or overcoming consult the Qu’ran and pray to Allah four times
daily when satisified and sufficiently quiet meditate 45 minutes daily focusing on the breath

inwards then outwards through the solar plexus downwards from the head and outwards
through the nostrils in the Lotus Position or Horse Stance and practice Tai Chi and Shotokan
Karate but also be aware of Pancrase technique fighting style of Bas Rutten and techniques

from Club Bouncers and Security personnel as well as those used in War-time when one had
just a bayonet or less.

• Training shooting with a rifle with a long distance scope and .22 caliber (most common and
effective one) targeting the stomach or other non-lethal areas to inflict pain and draw out enemy

combatants then pick them off at random in the ensuring chaos then you will make an escape
and any fleeing politicians, and such you should shoot at close range with a silenced 9mm and
detonate bombs under their vehicles. Have a getaway vehicle ready with no license plates and
better yet a motorcycle with none to a nearby location to change and head out on the street as a
normal civilian but do not return to the scene of the crime nowadays this is how they say you

get caught. But whatever they say is often a trick as a real assassin always observes his
handiwork. And acts as if he was there the whole time which in the chaos will cause memory
lapses. Make sure to steal a wallet or identity of a suitably weak willed individual monitored
already by the government it will cause confusion. You can also via distance kill individuals
with fentanyl laced packages lethal to the touch or contained in other substances disguised as
cocaine or other drugs in liquid form crystal form. A pipebomb with PVC is undetectable in



airports or bus stations. Since packages are opened by individuals who are security or make be
recorded by such the purpose is simply ensure it detonates at the time during a remote radio
44hz controller. Or to just let it sit there and go off under a timer. Otherwise you are risking

your own death. Thermite is effective but impractical. Cyanide and ricin both detectable.
Anthrax viruses and sarin gas or easily made mustard gas as well as molotov cocktails are
practical everyday weapons to use. With knives the individual should charge the sides ie

kidneys, with kicks the liver as Bas Rutten aiming to cause a wide awake knock out – the most
painful kind, and punches and hits to the nose and ears as well as temples and back of the head
medulla oblanga. For executions other than firing squads employ either a cattle prod ie the gas
release air form that releases pressured air into the skull caused a hole in the head the same as a

bulletshot. If a weapon must be used it is best to use a small caliber army-issue revolver or
pistol (9mm) and shoot them from the back of the head at close range but not enough to cause

muzzle flash back or brain fragments to fly up in your face. Stabbing the knife into the
collarbone area and cutting outwards will sever the vocal cords as well as juggular. Gullotine or

rear naked chokes from behind with or without razor sharp wire are effective methods of
strangulation but arranged accidents of bigger targets are effective as well. One would just need
to say they are going on a boating trip and trip them up to fall face forwards into the blades of a
outboard motor. Or off a tourist boat in the ocean where they will be stranded and slowly die –
during a night of excess where the crew and tourists are drinking and absent minded. While in
the woods during a hunting trip gone wrong can work if they are known to be enemies of yours

at any point it is possible to track it back to you. And knowing this the best way to perform
assassinations are via proxy, self-defense situations ie they were trying to kill me officer I had to

stop them (more effective stateside), or hypnosis of a suitably weak willed individual or
hypnotizing the self into a dissociated alternate personality who is sufficiently opposite of the

individuals own personality in order to not fit a criminal profile. However, criminal profiles are
as effective as guessing by university students and polygraphs are no longer admissible

evidence. Unless there is a third party neutral clinician or noted expert advised on said matters it
is only admissible in court if judge and jury decide. A mugging or home break-in gone wrong
can work; in cases of the home set it up to look like a cigarette fell on the individual and they
burned to death. Or jam the electric heaters or wiring to ensure such things. Most of the times
improvised weapons are the most effective and can be left at the scene of the crime. A body

should always be disposed in parts never in the woods but in vast bodies of water mixed with
equal parts cement and lye to ensure both decomposition and sinking of said body parts. An oil

drum or bucket which is waterproof works best. There is no risk of a body part or a corpse
floating ashore in said cases. Freezing the bodies or parts in a freezer in the basement or hidden

location in one’s home is safer than leaving it for someone to find my chance. They can be
years later even thawed completely and dumped somewhere if the victim was a criminal or Jane

Doe. Most hookers, homeless men, and homosexual or sexually deviant individuals such as
pedophiles, junkies, rapists, etc if they go missing are rarely looked for too hard. Cold cases can

re-open in cases of child victims and thus be tied back to you. Moors and marshlands are
traditionally the best site for Satanic sacrifices.
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